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daydreamer
Moderator

United Kingdom
5404 Posts

Posted - 21/12/2009 :  09:08:02  

I can see what you're saying about the John Fell drawing Wendy, such attention
to detail, lovely. And I think your pop art Dusty is fab

Carole x

"There's a part of you that's a part of me..."

tcowanatc
I start counting

United Kingdom
86 Posts

Posted - 21/12/2009 :  16:18:05  

Super drawings yet again, Wendy!!! and thanks for the John Fell drawing - very
fine, good detail and another favourite image.

Have a great Christmas everyone!

Henry

allherfaces
Administrator

USA
14235 Posts

Posted - 21/12/2009 :  16:50:55    

Fell's drawing is well done, but in some of your drawings I think you actually
capture more of Dusty's spirit. It's been said before, but Dusty is a very difficult
face to draw.

Purple Pop Dusty = FAB.

Merry Christmas again, Wendeh.

x N

There's something in my soul that will always lead me back to you.

paula
Moderator

Posted - 22/12/2009 :  23:53:47  

hmm..not sure how I missed this.
thank you for the amazing Christmas greeting Wend.  fabulous as usual and I

wish you and yours all the best in the new year.
I really like John Fell's drawing...I am wondering if it was drawn in 'Dot'
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USA
5012 Posts

technique or if that just the quality of the print? I had a friend who used to do
great dot drawings.
paula x

Hampson
I’ve got a good thing

United Kingdom
4703 Posts

Posted - 23/12/2009 :  09:20:33  

It does look like that Paula doesn't it. I've been trying to work out how it was
done so perfectly, especially the shading around the face, if it was a painting I
would have said it was finely stippled, but it's pencil, so I don't know. I think the
actual drawing is much bigger, so it could be done like you say. It's lovely
anyway.

Wend
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